How to don hazardous agent PPE...

To adequately protect yourself against unknown hazardous agents, you should use the following:

- Tychem BR suit
- Full-Face Mask Air Purifying Respirator
- CBRNE cartridge filter
- Rubber Gloves
- Nitrile or Butyl Rubber Outer Gloves
- Latex or Nitrile Inner Gloves
- 2 PVC boot covers
- Duct Tape

To receive protection from unknown hazardous agents, you will need to CORRECTLY utilize your personal protective equipment.

STEP #1 — HAVE YOUR VITAL SIGNS CHECKED

STEP #2 — REMOVE ALL VALUABLES

STEP #3 — PULL YOUR HAIR BACK

STEP #4 — PUT ON INNER AND OUTER GLOVES

STEP #5 — WORK WITH A BUDDY TO PUT ON THE TYCHEM BR SUIT
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STEP #6 — PUT ON PVC BOOT COVERS, TAPE SUIT AT ANKLES AND BLOUSE SUIT OVER TAPE

STEP #7 — TAPE SUIT AT WRISTS AND BLOUSE OVER TAPE

STEP #8 — PUT ON THE RESPIRATOR AND CHECK THE SEAL

STEP #9 — ZIP UP SUIT, TAPE AT NECK, FOLD IN FLAPS AND TAPE OVER SEAMS

STEP #10 — ATTACH CARTRIDGE FILTER ADAPTER, CHECK RESPIRATOR SEAL AND ATTACH APPROPRIATE FILTER
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